
Ninjago City Docks
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The lighting parts below will be for the left side tower



Take off the roof part to install this lighting parts
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Then take off the lamp, detach the gold parts and combine with the lighting parts
(We won’t need the trans-orange parts detached)



Before installing the lights, take the parts shown away first
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Install the lamp and the 1x6 grey lighting plate as shown, also detach the 1x6 brown



Install the 1x6 brown lighting plate and restore the plate detached on the wire

Detach the parts shown and pull the remain lighting parts to top and install the lamp
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Then restore the parts

For the connector, pull it up as shown and restore the 4x6 plate first (beware the wire)
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Restore all the parts then connect the plug with the roof
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Detach the lamps of this level and combine with the lighting round plates

Detach the parts shown, install the lighting plate first then pass the remain lights
to the top by the gap of the big plate and the black plate
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Then restore the parts detached and install the remain lights
After the connect with the 2 levels above
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These lighting parts are for the house in middle

Install the lighting plates for the roof side
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Detach the lamps and keep the parts to combine with lighting parts
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Detach the house like this, install the lamps and make the 1x4 light outside

Install the 1x4 as shown, and restore the house
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Connect the plug to the roof

Take the parts shown off and prepare this lighting parts
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First by installing the 1x10 and the black lighting plates

Take off the top part of the stairs and install the 1x4 lighting plate
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The remain lighting plates will be installed here

Restore the building after installing
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Connect with the left tower and the middle house
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Detach the right tower, separate it and take these lighting parts for the roof

Take the dishes to combine with the lighting white dishes and install on the tree
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Connect the lighting parts and install the black lighting parts as shown
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For the level below roof, detach the lamp and keep the clip to combine with lighting lamp

Install the brown lighting plates as shown, take the 2x12 plate away to clip the wire
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Restore the plate and pull the connector to the top

Pass the connector by the door
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Then connect to the roof

Detach the golden parts from the lamp then combine with lighting parts
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First detach the plate and the parts as shown and install the lighting plate next to
the connector

Pass the connector to the top and restore the parts after
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Then install the other lighting plate

Pull the remain lighting parts to the top by making gap to let the wire goes through
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Then install the lamps and the lighting round plates at 3 corners
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Restore the building and connect with upper levels
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Install the lights to the boat, and connect 3 connectors to the USB cable and done~


